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You will walk away from this talk with:

1. Decision criteria for when to invest in an experiment

2. Understanding of what talent and resources you’ll need to conduct an 
experiment.

3. A layout for a well-planned and well-executed experiment to use as an 
example. 

4. Knowledge of the potential risks and rewards to running an experiment in 
your organization.



Organizational Context

One of the top three wireless carrier in the US with annual revenues of over $40 
billion.

● Frequently ranked #1 for customer service
● Maintains between 7-10 internal call centers within the US
● HR organization recently revamped with new emphases put on manager skill 

and business relevance.



Call Center Turnover
Vision: When customers call us, we want 
them to speak with knowledgeable, 
friendly employees who solve problems 
quickly and accurately.

● Highly trained call center reps
● Reps in teams to ensure continuity of 

service
Blockers:

● 40%-50% annual rep turnover
● $6k-$12k cost of replacement per rep
● New reps take 6 months to be fully 

productive



How do we move from reactive HR to proactive HR?

We need to drive a cultural shift in how generalists use data to support 
managers. 

The most obvious opportunity is attrition. Can data and analytics provide 
additional information to help generalists solve the problems that become 
attrition?

For this project, we wanted to guide generalists to use a data-driven tool to 
inspire conversations between managers and reps. Ideally, managers would use 
those conversations to retain the highest performing reps on their teams.



Three opportunities that led to our experiment: 

1. Leaders were motivated to reduce call center turnover and reduce 

replacement costs.

2. The ability to leverage a new retention conversation tool created by an HR 

Analytics team (Radar).

3. The CHRO was changing HR culture to support managers with better data 

tools. Generalists weren’t used to: 

a. having access to high quality data, 

b. using data to solve problems, and 

c. trusting data science products as well as analysts’ expertise.



Additional reasons for choosing an experiment:
We wanted a hard test of whether Radar could cut turnover. 

● A fast fail without too much investment
● We had a clear idea of how Radar could change practice 

Radar created tension with existing HR culture, so we needed to earn buy-in 
from many cynical stakeholders to launch Radar.

● We had to teach generalists to use metrics in their routines
● Radar was a contained, manageable example with clear behaviors

Effectively, we chose an experiment as a strong path for challenging best 
practices for frontline HR



Field HR turnover reactions before Radar

Rep’s feelings about his job



Turnover Radar Dashboard
Levers

Rep Name Tenure Coach Perf RISK Training Tenure
Missed 
Meeting

Recent 
Abs.

Recent 
Transfer

Juan Herrera <7 mo. Molly Exceed

Jill Lincoln <7 mo. Molly Meets

Nicole Doe 7+ mo. Molly Exceed

Jesse Terry 2+ yr. Molly Exceed

Devin Smith 2+ yr. Molly Below



Proposed field HR turnover actions with Radar

Rep’s feelings about his jobRep’s feelings about his job



How did we prepare the experiment?



Our Team

Executive 
Champion:

Advocates for 
how this can 

achieve 
business goals 

Product 
Manager:
maintains 

vision for final 
product, 
steers 

collaboration

Social 
Scientist:
designs 

experiment, 
maintains 

rigor, analyzes 
results

Early Adopter 
Generalist:
willing to try 
something 

new and share 
feedback



Experimental Design

This is a true experiment, as we:
● Will randomly assign 

managers to test and control
groups. 

● Have hypotheses about 
outcomes for high-risk reps 
that we will test

We knew there would be 
variability in how Radar is used, 
so we also built in a measure of 
fidelity.

Radar Test 
Group

Control Group 
without Radar

High-risk 
reps

Not 
At-risk 
reps

High-risk 
reps

Not 
At-risk 
reps

Targeted 
Talk

No 
Talk



Hypotheses (AKA planned comparisons)!
When managers use Radar to 
talk with high risk reps, we 
expect lower turnover relative to 
high-risk reps who had no 
conversation. (Blue to Yellow)

Further, we hope to use 
conversations to bring down 
high risk turnover so that it is in 
line with the medium risk group. 
(Blue to Orange)

Radar Test 
Group

Control Group 
without Radar

High-risk 
reps

Not 
high-risk 

reps

High-risk 
reps

Not 
high-risk 

reps

Targeted 
Talk

No 
Talk



Sample and Random Assignment

Four call centers participated
● Field generalists selected 

managers.
● We randomly assigned 

managers to test and 
control groups. 

● Generalists and managers 
decided when/whether to 
intervene.

550 Reps
in study

Radar Test 
Group: 300

Control Group: 
250

High-risk:
135

Not 
high-risk: 

165

High-risk: 
105

Not 
high-risk : 

145

Targeted 
Talk: ?

No 
Talk: ?



Selecting Success Metrics
Business moves fast and patience is hard. We added quick turn-around success 
metrics to give stakeholders early reads on our progress.

System Use

Are HR 

generalists 

logging in to 

look at the tool?

hours

Focus Groups 

with HR 

Generalists

Meet with 

Generalists and 

Managers to get 

a read on their 

experience

days

Tracking 

Manager 

Actions

Did the manager 

Intervene? What 

did they do if 

they took 

action?

weeks

Quarterly 

Attrition

Who left in 3 

months?

months

Annual Attrition

Who left in a 

year?

years



Analysis and Deliverables Plan

Social scientist outlined what analyses would be run before the experiment started.

● Likely, yours will choose ANOVA or linear models/regression. These methods 

tell you whether the differences between groups are statistically significant.

Deliverables:

● Presentation/Deck on our findings at 1-month and 3-months post-experiment

● Improvements to the tool based on feedback and findings 

● Evidence on whether we should scale the Radar launch 



Experiment Timeline

Feb Mar Apr May June Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov

Design Study,  
Gather 
Stakeholders

Launch experiment, 
Refresh Radar monthly, 
Gather success metrics

Analyze long-term 
success metrics,
Announce 
outcomes to 
stakeholders

Train 
Field HR  
and 
managers

Let attrition data age,
Analyze short- and middle-
term success metrics, 
Keep stakeholders informed



Expected Challenges and Strategies
Business patience
● Experiments are different from how typical business decisions are made

Field HR Leader buy-in
● We had to influence multiple layers of field HR and management.

Cross-contamination
● Everyone wants to use a great solution! 

HR Data Risk
● There is a perception of risk around publishing employee data and misuse of 

the tool.



Unexpected Challenges and Responses
Seasonal vacation patterns

● We aligned our schedule with the business calendar, but failed to take 
vacation-season into account.

Getting buy-in from frontline managers
● We left it up to field generalists to win support from frontline managers. 
● In hindsight, we should have managed that process as well. 

Convincing generalists to take the time to send us data.
● We asked generalists to go above and beyond their normal work. We 

attempted to streamline the process, but still encountered challenges.



Well, did it work?



Yes.



It worked because we had usage data early.

Early checks helped us solve quite a few problems that would have tanked the 
experiment.

Initially, only the most committed generalists opened Radar. 
● We scheduled check-ins with each team to encourage them to use the tool. 
● We knew if we lost the generalists, there was no chance for Radar to 

influence attrition.
● We also learned that it took 2-3 positive experiences with Radar for 

managers to trust its suggestions.



We learned from focus groups with generalists and managers

Radar: Two reps on a team are 
high risk. They are missing
meetings and trainings.
● Manager meets with reps and 

realizes their part time 
schedules don’t overlap much 
with the rest of the team. 

● Manager changes how she schedules events. 
● Reps now have the training and team time they were missing, lose their 

high risk status, and choose to stay.



We learned from focus groups with HRBPs and managers

Radar: A tenured high performer is listed as high risk and 
many risk factors are active.

● Manager denies that she is at risk of leaving because of 
she is bonusing. He doesn’t intervene.

● The next month, after successfully using Radar with 
other reps, he decides to ask her if she’s thinking of leaving. 

● The rep is feeling underutilized and thinks she doesn’t have 
a future at the company.

● Manager has a career pathing talk and assigns her 
special projects.

● Rep stays and pursues promotions instead of leaving.



What we learned from quarterly turnover data
Hypothesis 1: Managers who have 
targeted conversations with their high-risk 
reps cut their turnover in half. (Blue to 
Yellow)

Hypothesis 2: Turnover for the high-
risk/conversation group was equivalent to 
the medium-risk group. (Blue to Orange)

When managers used Radar to 
intervene, they cut turnover in half!

Test Group: 
300

Control Group: 
250

High-
risk:
135

Not 
high-risk: 

165

High-risk: 
105

Not 
high-risk: 

145

Targeted 
Talk

No 
Talk

No 
Talk

No 
Talk

No 
Talk

Quarterly 
Turnover

High-risk with conversation

High-risk no conversation

Medium-risk no conversation

8%*

16%

9%



Return on Investment
Product costs:
● Time of social scientist and product 

manager to create Radar. 
● Time for collaboration between 

central and field HR leaders. 
● Training time for field generalists.
● Partial cost of dashboarding tool 

licenses for field generalists. 

Product savings: 
● Based on our findings and our cost 

of replacement metric: when Radar 
is launched in all call centers, we 
would expect ~750 fewer 
terminations by high risk reps every 
year. 

● This would save between $4.5 - $9 
million in replacement costs each 
year.



Other consequences of running our experiment
It created a strong business case in support of using Radar more broadly and 
investing in other data-driven conversation tools. 

After the company’s quarterly HR conference, more call centers wanted (and were 
given) access to the Radar.

The HR Analytics team developed a strong reputation for working with HRBPs and 
creating easy-to-use tools.



Summary
Experiments are the right choice for large changes that run up against existing 
cultural norms and best practices. 

Running experiments takes planning, skill, and patience, but can: 

● Win support for failing fast

● Become levers for cultural change

● Generate estimates of impact that can be generalized to larger groups

● Create strong cases for further change



Thank you!
Obviously, this is not a project I completed alone. 

I am grateful to Tim Harris and Jim Black 
for their collaboration and expertise.


